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Dear comrades, friends!
Members of the AUCPB and fraternal parties!
Our like-minded thinkers in the USSR and abroad!

The Central Committee of the All-Union Communist Party of Bolsheviks congratulates all of you on 1 MAY, the day of international solidarity of working people of all countries in the struggle for their rights and freedoms!

Today, in the conditions of an ever-deepening world crisis of imperialism, unity of our ranks in the struggle for social and political rights, in the struggle against imperialism of any nationality in any country is actual like no time before.
Imperialism has long ago been doomed by HISTORY to self-destruction, which is especially obvious today. Its power over working people is coming to an end. Thus, we shall together, like united force, battle for the final defeat of imperialism, for establishing the power of work, the power of the proletariat over the bourgeoisie.
Let us make 1 MAY 2009 a Day of a powerful demonstration of unity of our ranks and unity of our ideas on all continents.
Long live the international solidarity of working people!
Workers of all countries, unite into a single threatening force which will sweep away imperialism which is dying!
Long live the struggle of the peoples for peace, freedom and socialism against imperialism!
CC AUCPB

To the General Secretary of the Workers Party of Korea
Chairman of the National Defence Commission of the DPRK
Supreme Commander of the Korean People’s Army
Great Leader
Comrade Kim Jong IL

Pyongyang, DPRK

Deeply respected Comrade KIM JONG IL!
In the name of the CC AUCPB and myself personally, I warmly congratulate YOU, the Great son of the Korean nation and in YOUR name, the courageous, heroic, talented and labour –loving Korean people on the Day of the Sun, on the day of birth of the Great Leader Comrade Kim Il Sung
Comrade Kim IL Sung – a Great Commander, raised the Korean people up to the struggle against the Japanese colonial yoke, formed a People’s Army which defeated the Japanese occupiers, liberated Korea from foreign invaders and with that, opened up a new page of the history of Korea, a page of self-reliance, independence and happiness for the people in a new country – the DPRK, where the people are the master of everything, where the people are building their own life according to their own understanding, not glancing at the opinion and tips from the side. It is namely independence in the economy and politics, both foreign and domestic that has guaranteed independence of the country and has become the main stability of a socialist society in the DPRK at the same time while other countries (of the people’s democracy), followed the line of the leaders of the degenerated CPSU and ceased to exist as independent states, at one time undermined from within by American diversion propaganda and internal counter-revolution. It was of great service the Great Leader formed the PARTY – the Worker’s Party of Korea – the organiser of socialist construction. The Korean People’s Army formed and nurtured by the Great Leader, nowadays under the leadership of the glorious successor of heroic causes Comrade Kim Il Sung – the Great Kim Jong IL, thanks to the wise policy of Songun, has been transformed into a powerful force of socialism. The policy of Songun at the same time is a reliable shield for the peaceful labour of the citizens of the DPRK in the conditions of constant rattling of nuclear weapons against the DPRK on part of the imperialist predator – the USA, in the flow of the entire period of the life of the socialist country. WE with a feeling of great pride in socialist Korea received the information about the launch of the long-range rocket – 10 thous, km with a satellite broadcasting to the whole world the song of Kim Il Sung and Kim Jong IL. This is a significant victory for the country and its people, entering the first ranks of progressive mankind towards the building of a communist society.
There can be no doubt whatsoever in YOUR huge service in this, Deeply Respected Comrade Kim Jong Il. This is because YOU are a Leader recognised and loved by the people, an organiser and supreme commander of your own people in socialist construction. We admire YOUR successes and from all our hearts wish the great Korean people new victories on the path of building a prosperous, flourishing state of a united nation.
Everlasting glory to the name of the Great Leader Comrade KIM IL SUNG – the father of the Korean nation, the founder of the DPRK, the unifier of freedom-loving peoples in their struggle against imperialism, creator of the Pyongyang Declaration of 1992!
Long live Great Kim Jong Il – the loyal and talented continuer of the cause of the Great Leader comrade Kim Il Sung!
Long live the heroic Korean people, courageously and steadfastly moving forward along the path of socialism under the banner of Juche under the leadership of their Great Leader Comrade Kim Jong IL!
Happiness and successes to you, excellent country of morning calm, independent and freedom-loving Socialist Korea!
Long live the DPRK headed by the Great Leader Comrade Kim Jong IL – the banner-carrier of the struggle against imperialism!
N.A. Andreeva
General Secretary of the CC AUCPB,
11 April 2009, Leningrad.
COMMENTARY BY THE CC AUCPB IN CONNECTION WITH THE REFUSAL BY THE DPRK TO PARTICIPATE IN THE SIX-PARTY TALKS.
The All-Union Communist Party of Bolsheviks (AUCPB) absolutely fully supports the just decision by the DPRK not to participate in future, in the six-party talks on the DPRK nuclear programme as a sign of protest against the position of the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) which had condemned the launching by the DPRK on 5 April of a long-range ballistic rocket with a communications satellite. The flow itself of the lengthy, exhausting 6-party talks each time with ones own eyes underlined the biasedness and biliousness of the majority of the participators in relation to the DPRK, invariably demonstrated their complete, although hidden, agreement with the position of the USA. The chief desire of the “leading” parties in the talks was always – to crush the DPRK and destroy socialism on the Korean Peninsula. Under Obama as we see, US policy in principle remained unchanged, which is what we predicted during the US presidential campaign. The change of a leader in the White House may only lead to a small change in the decoration of foreign policy, and no more. This we observe today in relations if only with Cuba…. Under Obama we can expect to see serious upheavals.

N.A. Andreeva
General Secretary of the CC AUCPB

To the General Secretary of the Workers Party of Korea
Chairman of the National Defence Commission of the DPRK
Supreme Commander of the Korean People’s Army
Great Leader
Comrade Kim Jong IL

Pyongyang, DPRK

Deeply Respected Comrade KIM JONG IL!
I heartedly congratulate YOU and in YOUR name, the heroic Korean people, the talented collective of scientific-researh cadres, engineers and their collaborators of the National Defence Commission of DPRK, the invincible and legendary  Korean Peoples Army, the officer corps and rank and file members of the CC WKP and all party workers, everyone who has daily being working on strengthening the economic might and growth in the defence capability of the country -  we sincerely congratulate you on the successful launching on the morning of 5 April 2009 of a long-range ballistic rocket with a communication satellite!
BRAVO! WELLDONE! An excellent gift for the DAY OF THE SUN, an excellent gift to all the working people of the Planet as confirmation of the truth that one can confront and triumph over evil, wicked and human-hating dark forces. This launch bears witness to the huge achievements in the DPRK on peaceful use of space and once again demonstrate to the whole world the might of the DPRK in the sphere of providing  defence of their own country from encroachments on part of any aggressor. You are now recognised by everyone as a powerful nuclear power and YOU have not fallen for the false arguments and frightened howls of the imperialist aggressors who have for a long time possessed nuclear weapons and have no intention of giving their own overloaded nuclear arsenals up, which serve for terrifying all those who do not have any nuclear weapons of their own. Chattering on about love of peace, their real motto is – WE ARE ALLOWED TO DO ANYTHING, but YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED to do anything! The tables have turned and they are now not in a position to anything they want! The truth is on the side of the DPRK and socialism! The launch by the DPRK on 5 April of a new long-range ballistic rocket with a satellite should bury forever any attempts by anyone to threaten the DPRK and beat off the desire to organise provocative military manoeuvres close to the borders of the DPRK.
This launch carries in our opinion, huge political weight, having demonstrated to the whole world the inevitability of retribution (which they are all afraid of) even in relation to the most aggressive power in the world – the USA (on the strength now of being able to reach the territory of the USA) with its human-hating Zionist policy of invading foreign territories and disrespect to all other nations, from their point of view – to “rogues”. YOU, a small SOCIALIST country have taught a lesson of necessity for a respectful attitude to any independent country of the world on part of the “G20 impious” recently in session in France and Germany, with the excessive arrogance of “masters of the world”, having gained for themselves the right as the strong in concrete jungles, and attempting today, to fruitlessly find a way out of the chasm where the empire of dishonesty had led them and burst bubbles of their own “world currency”, being printed out lately ten times more than the whole world can “swallow” and in no way backed up by gold. And no such meetings by the UN Security Council – puppets of the US, no such howling in the bourgeois media (which are now scared stiff) are able to refute the fact that any crime committed against humanity on part of the USA will inevitably be punished. Imperialism together with the USA is dying out. No currency injections (including in Russia and China) will be able to revive their existence, having become already temporary on the planet.
A new era is approaching – and era of socialism. The launching by YOU of a long-range rocket with a satellite is a powerful and dignified contribution to the cause of common peace on Earth, in the cause of burying imperialism.
Long live the new victory of the DPRK over the most evil imperialist predator – the USA!
Long live the heroic Korean people!
Long live the Workers’ Party of Korea led by its leader Great Kim Jong IL!
N.A. Andreeva
General Secretary of the CC AUCPB
5 April 2009 
1400 Leningrad
THE THREAT TO NUCLEAR FORCES OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION
In the USA, a plan has been devised for the destruction of Russian nuclear weapons. This plan contains two elements: political and military. The new US president Barak Obama is to fulfill the political element of this plan. A combined system of highly precise weapons and an echeloned Anti-Missile Defence  Shield (PRO) being built today makes up the military element of the plan.
According to the military side of the plan, the Americans in the case of a conflict arising on global scale, are planning to destroy the Russian nuclear potential by a “preemptive” warning strike aimed directly at nuclear bases. The Pentagon plans on intercepting any remaining missiles launched by Russia aimed at US territory, using a new “laser” group of PRO, unfolded in space.
Russian General-Commander in Chief Nicolai Solovtsov, commanding the Russian strategic missile special forces of strategic designation believes such a conception of “non-retaliatory nuclear strike” to be unrealistic. According to him, the Russian army is capable of launching its own “counter-offensive strike at any time”. Together with this, he states that soon, Russia will have new types of inter-continental ballistic missiles will have the capability of deflect the enemy’s lasers. 
However, it is interesting to turn ones attention also to the political element of the American plan. Thus, US congressmen have called upon the new US president Barak Obama to strike a deal with Moscow to return to talks on the question of further reductions in nuclear weapons in the framework of the Treaty on limiting the number of arms for strategic offence (START-1).
We note that this treaty was signed in 1991 and is valid until 5 December 2009. According to the treaty, Washington as well as Moscow can possess no more than 6 thousand nuclear warheads and no more than 1600 missile carriers. However, “Uncle Sam” has been sneakily fooling us: at that time whilst we were busy sawing up our own missiles, blowing up and blocking up with concrete our missile launching shafts, he simply removed his from duty and stacked them away, thus forming a “return to duty potential”- “just in case”. With this, in 1993, “under a lot of hullabaloo”, Russia signed another agreement, START 2, thereby placing Russia in an even more unfavorable condition. 
The success of 1991 in Washington has not been forgotten and there, they are not against trying out their luck again today: and who knows, the trusting Russians may be fooled once again?
In the report of the Congress commission on preventing the spread of weapons of mass destruction and terrorism is says: “The next administration must as soon as possible enter into dialog with Russia for talks on further reductions in the strategic arsenals of both countries and also for the agreeing on measures of transparency which may enter into force at the end of 2009”. The fact that Russia not only possesses thousands of nuclear weapons, but it can also build many thousands more of them.
Thus, if we go along with the Americans by reason then the ratio of strategic forces will change even more to our further detriment. Already today, the number of IBM-s stand at no less than 500 thousand, and in a few years time the number may fall even more. In this case, tracing their whereabouts and their destruction will be a lot simpler.
But how realistic is this American plan? Military expert, first vice-president of the Academy for geopolitical problems Constantine Sivkov noted: “This plan has been well thought out. Firstly, an extension of the START Treaty unfortunately is for us, a necessary measure. Under present possibilities, of our defence-industrial complex, the might of our nuclear potential will be reduced year by year and we will be compelled to take out of service our outdated IBM-s.
Secondly, the Americans do not have to carry out a nuclear strike against us at all. After the fact that the potential of the anti-missile defence system of achieving 100- 150 missiles launched to counter any offensive, incidently, in addition to the land and “sea” elements launching into orbit the space anti-ballistic missile defence group (of the laser and  “fascicular” type), they will start talking to us in a different way. In this case, the following plan may be realized: the Americans decide to really carry out a warning strike against us, but not using nuclear weapons, but using highly accurate conventional ones. For example, they could use winged missiles such as the latest “Tomahawks”. In perspective of their arsenal, the US can take them up to several tens of thousand of missiles.
At the same time, the radius of action may be increased from the present 1500 km up to 3500 km. Here is why there will be the possibility to alter the flight path, which will simplify getting them to reach the Americans objectives. As a result of a powerful strike using such means of destruction, we will lose up to 90% of our nuclear potential including our mobile missile launchers. No matter what we are told, they are also vulnerable.
Taking into account the poor state of our Anti-Missile Defence system, this strike may be detected only at the moment of destruction of our objects. The American winged missiles can fly at a height of between 50 – 100 metres, which make them harder to detect”.
For certainty, the Americans may land their special forces deep into the rear, with the task of destroying our intact mobile missile complexes. Considering the forest area in which we will have to operate in, this task will be even easier, since there are not that many routes for movement. According to Constantine Sivkov, “In this case our losses will be enormous. At best, we will be able to retaliate with 30 missiles and then, depending on the accuracy, more than one may have to be launched at the same target, and with single start launchers which will be intercepted without any problems”.
The point is that today the Americans are planning on setting up an echeloned multi-stage defence system. Firstly, one of the anti-missile defence shields near our borders including a stationary surface located anti-missile defence shield will destroy our missiles “in flight”. In the case of a “miss” they will be intercepted in space. And if in that case of a “miss”, then you can be sure that a naval anti-missile system and “Boeings” equipped with lasers and anti-missile defence systems in the US itself will intercept them.
How is such a threat to be counter-acted? Firstly, in the present situation, START-1 should not be signed again and we should to refuse to sign START-2, which will make it possible to revive our nuclear forces on a railway basis that were destroyed by the 1991 treaty. We will remind the reader that the Americans demanded that they were primarily to be destroyed, since the “launch trains” on the outside look the same as normal trains. US military experts admit that tracing and destroying them would be virtually impossible. Secondly, the updating of anti-missile defence systems. As is well-known, there are many pretexts for attacking. But there is usually only one reason behind them: weakness gives birth to aggression. But if one is to go as far as creating a suitable rebuff with full responsibility, then noone will even dream about attacking Russia. 
Sergei Balmasov
Newspaper “Pravda Primorya” No 49 (394)
STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARIAT OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF THE ALL- UNION COMMUNIST PARTY OF BOLSHEVIKS
in connection with the statement by the leadership of the “Yabloko” party from 28.02.09 on “Overcoming Bolshevism, Stalinism and nationalism in political practice and social consciousness”
On 9 May 1945, the whole world celebrated the great victory over fascism which the Soviet Red Army achieved in Berlin, having liberated the people not just of Europe from general enslavement and saving a number of peoples from physical destruction (in particular – the Jews), but also having opened, pointed the way out to a free life to the peoples of Asia, Africa, the Middle East and Latin America.
This great victory over the scourge of humanity of the XX century was brought about by the Soviet people, the Soviet Armed Forces under the leadership of the Leninist-Stalinst AUCP(b) and Supreme Commander Great J.V. Stalin.
More than 50 years have passed, but the evil tentacles of fascism have not been completely destroyed, and today has been revived as demofascism of Zionist colour, strangely and also on the territory of the ex-USSR in the face of representatives of the “democratic” alliance, in particular the democratic Party “Yabloko”, speaking out with all its completely non-democratic Statement, in essence pro-fascist….And moreover, it is amazing the fact that it is namely those successors, parents and relatives who are speaking against J.V. Stalin, people who had been saved by the Soviet Army form physical annihilation by the Hitlerite savages. (At the start of the war alone, around 2 million Jews were evacuated to the Central Asian Soviet Republics from the western regions of the USSR). In the camp of opponents of Stalin are a large number of representatives of the Jewish intelligentsia, who consider themselves to be the elite, having received from Soviet power everything free to the maximum – higher education, freedom to create, material benefits, a high position in society, freedom to live in any country of the world, including – the freedom to change their place of residence from Russia to Israel, without a trace having forgotten with this, on whose hunch and on the basis of the work of others, that they left to their own bourgeois consumer “paradise”.
We have never equated and do not equate now Jews with Zionists, and fully separate this conception, at the same time explaining to patriotically minded citizens that by far not all Jews are Zionists, but that all Zionists – are Jews. Concerning nationalism, we are against Russian as well as any other nationalism, but primarily against Jewish nationalism-nazism and all its metastasis in our society. We are against Zionism, which has set itself the task of enslaving the whole world. We reject the absolutely unfound recently spoken provocative crafty interpretation made by the head of Israel’s ministry of internal affairs, that anti-Semitism and anti-Zionism are one and the same thing. I assume that this is well known to this special cadre officer of the Israeli special service (Mossad), that Jews make up only a small part of the Semitic branch of peoples which the majority of the peoples of the Middle East are part of (the Arab population of Algeria, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, Palestine and others). In our Statements and speeches at International forums, we have repeatedly stated our full support to the just struggle of the Arab peoples against Zionism and the militaristic policy of wars of invasion by Israel, against the human-hating foreign policy of the USA, where militarist Zionism is the state ideology and power is in the hands of the Zionist finance lobby directed at the achieving of world domination.
Our present day “democrats” are arrogantly re-writing the history of our great country, rooting out of it 70 years of Soviet power (leaf through even if only modern-day school books on the history of Russia), attempting to bring to life their own absurd assertion that history – is politics turned over into the past. But history has no right to be re-written by anybody: it will be severely avenged for such experiments.
In their Statement the “Yablokites”, turning to “all thinking people of Russia, understanding the threat, (alleged) hanging over her in the near future” are arrogantly calling for the organizing of a new crusade against Bolshevism, Stalinism – “to put all possible efforts into carrying out in the country a deliberate campaign direct at explaining the dangers and malignancy of Bolshevism, Stalinism and nationalism for our people”. The Yablokites are demanding from the leadership of the Russian Federation that it “gives at a state level, a clear and objective evaluation of the violent takeover of power, carried out by the Bolsheviks in 1917 -1918, the character and nature of the political regime created by them and its consequent activity”,  to “equate to a crime the justification of the mass repressions, acts on the destruction of millions of innocent people, and also a rejection of the fact of the mass repressions not taking place, the acts of destruction of social groups and peoples” (very similar to the US Law “The Global Аnti-Semitism Review Act” signed by Bush on 16.10. 2004 with threats  and taking things from thin air which have never been confirmed by any historic or judicial documents, the number of people killed in the holocaust at 6 million people). In other words, the “Yablokites” are calling on the government of the country to carry out reprisals against Bolsheviks and “Stalinists”.
We shall remind the wicked Zionist falsifiers of history that:
1. The Russian Federation nowadays exists only because in the hardest period in Russia’s history, in the period of autocratic power and its demise into separate principalities, it was namely the Bolsheviks by way of a socialist revolution that saved Russia from imminent collapse (when similar to the Yablokites, the intelligentsia freely fled to the West, “saving” their skin from the revolution, receiving with this, from the Leninist government 30 rubles in gold for each member of a family for the road – a  lot of money in those days);
2. Namely “Stalinism” in the shortest period of time in the history of peoples led the country on the advanced economic basis of Leninist electrification to world leader, triumphed over Hitlerite fascism, created a nuclear- missile shield for the country, placed nuclear energy to peaceful use and laid down the road for man into space, having become the world’s superpower.
But all of these “Yablokites” in the face of their leaders and “wide circle of leading experts” believe to be a mistake and are demanding from the Russian leadership that it “defines modern-day Russia as the rightful heir of the Russian state before the October coup in 1917” (70 years of Soviet power is not included!). Concerning the chattering of the “Yabblokites” about rightful heirs, then history has passed without their promping: in international rights aspect, the Russian Federation via the Soviet Union is the rightful heir of the Russian Empire.
The assertion of the “Yablokites” sounds stupid when they talk of the Soviet people triumphing in the Great Patriotic War and achieving huge successes in the construction of the material base of society allegedly, THEMSELVES, without the participation in this by the leaders of the state and the party AUCP(b). From history, well-known are Alexandre Macedonia, Alexandre Nevsky, Peter I, Napoleon,the huge authority of J.V. Stalin and his commanding and organizational talent. Not one sensible person can assert that one can gain victory in some battle outside the will and talent of a commander-in-chief, for any victory is to a significant degree, a victory of the intellect and organizational abilities of the commander, the leader. Any battle is won by the QUALITY of leadership, moral-political unity of society and not in the numbers of troops and quality of weapons. From history there have been many well-known cases when large armies have lost the battle due to a lack of understanding of the situation by the commander-in-chief.
The “Yablokites” provoke: “In today’s Russia, organisations which are or call themselves successors to the AUCP(b) – CPSU and Cheka-GPU-NKVD-MGB should not be allowed to exist”(!)
It is asked, from where do these “Yablokites”, these victims of the fate of small and middle-size business in Russia get such undemocratic ideas from? Indeed such “statements” – about “who should and should not exist in the country” have already been made in history in the period of the deep economic crisis of 1929 – 1933, and belong to the “rescuers” of capitalism along the fascist line (in Italy, Germany and others). The fascists in those days also appealed to the consciousness of the small and middle philistine, entering into a state of ecstasy at public speeches.
In their anti-social statements against Bolshevism and “Stalinism”, the demofascists from “Yabloka” are not original. They in all, only repeated the ultimatative writings of 28 points made by the Political Executive Committee of the NTS Solidarists in 1998 to Yeltsin – calling for the destruction and rooting out of the lives of Soviet people everything that was connected to socialism and Bolshevism, to Yeltsin to whom academic Sakharov pointed to in 1991 like to a battering ram of socialism and therefore placed by the Zionists of the West (USA) onto the post of president of the Russian Federation, (the NTS was a shadowy party of power in Russia, something of a Masonic lodge, the majority of members who are politicians, political scientists, high-ranking state workers of the Russian Federation and others). The headquarters of the NTS is a filial of the CIA, the headquarters for carrying out activity aimed at undermining Russia and our people, relocated by Gorbachev in 1991 to Moscow onto Petrovka 26 Street).
At that time in 1998, the NTS-ites demanded from Yeltsin the “renaming of all Russia’s cities from Soviet names to their former names from the czarist period, the removal of all Soviet symbols and signs belonging to Soviet state establishments, cultural buildings etc., the removal of all memorials of the Soviet period, the restoration  of statues to the czars and the building of memorial statues to “fighters against Soviet power”, the “removal of the Lenin Mausoleum from Red Square and all the graves from the Kremlin Wall”, etc.
Yeltsin carried out the demands of the NTS only partially, having become afraid of anger arising from Soviet people. Under the rule of his successors – Putin and Medvedev- the written demand of the NTS-CIA continues to be realized by the Russian authorities.
If indeed the “Yablokites” are truly fighting “for historical truth”, then instead of them calling for the “complete and absolute rejection of modifying the Soviet-Stalinist system”, they would be better off instead of following the economists and managers of the West nowadays in their own campaign against illiteracy to seriously study the works of Karl Marx “Capital” and more over, the works of V.I. Lenin and J.V. Stalin, if only “Imperialism – the highest stage of capitalism” and “Economic problems of socialism in the USSR”. These works contain the answer to the question of WHAT and HOW things need to be done today in conditions of a systemic ever deepening crisis of imperialism, more so the bottom of the chasm of fall of the global imperialist economy, by confirmation of economists and political scientists of the West, has meanwhile yet to be seen: the fall continues. The greatly praised liberal economy and the self-regulating market has demonstrated its complete failure.
In the period of the world crisis of imperialism, fascist regimes are in great demand, like air. We have already written earlier about the growing tendency of fascistization of regimes in the former Soviet republics, including in Russia. Therefore, we Bolsheviks are not surprised by the marches of the former Hitlerite legionnaires around the capital cites and towns of the Baltic States and Western Ukraine, the growing might of NATO on the backs of the republics of the former USSR, the driving out of the “Bronze Soldier” from the centre of Tallinn, the training with the use of OMON riot police and subdivisions of the MChS of the Russian Federation for the suppression of the people’s indignation under the guise of “the fight against terrorism” and others.
In the modern discordant choir of the anti-Soviet minded public, the speech made by the leaders of “Yabloka” compared to the written stuff by the NTS is in all, only a mere squeak, but very harmful, since it is an attempt to gather around itself all anti-communist minded fascistic elements of Zionist shade and incite the country's leadership towards the destruction of Bolshevism and “Stalinism”. The “Yablokites” for some reason have forgotten the reality: “sow a wind  - harvest a storm …”.
The provocative Statement by the “Yablokites” has been sounded out in the conditions of a growth tension in society in connection with the mass non-payment of wages, bankruptcy and closure of enterprises, growing unemployment, exceeding in Russia 5 million and an expected 10 million by the end of the year, the mindless growth of prices on main foodstuffs, the inability of the population to pay rents and housing communal tariffs, a growth in the cost of transport, the devaluation of the rouble and the loss of belief in the morrow by young people etc. etc. Such is the same situation in Ukraine, in Belarus and in other former Soviet Republics. 
The only way out of the systemic world crisis for everyone is in the changeover from the social-economic formation of imperialism to socialism. This is namely what HISTORY is now dictating.
In addition to what has been said:
1. The farcical equating Soviet power and the Stalin leadership with today’s Putinist “verticals of power”, the Yablokites are evaluating the class content of power, emphasizing the form, whilst intentionally ignoring its content.
2. The “Yablokites” for some reason have forgotten that one cannot ban an ideology, more so – destroy an ideology of the future human civilization – a scientific ideology, the ideology of Marx-Engels-Lenin-Stalin –BOLSHEVISM, the ideology of Soviet people which even after a bourgeois counter-revolution as before, remain the great Soviet people, carriers of this naturally scientific and therefore the only ideology with a future.
N.A. Andreeva
General Secretary of the Central Committee of the All-Union Communist Party of Bolsheviks (CC AUCPB)
6 March 2009, Leningrad

Supplement to the Statement of the Secretariat of the Central Committee of the AUCPB in connection with the Statement by the leadership of the “Yabloka” party from 28.02.09 on “Overcoming Bolshevism, Stalinism and nationalism in political practice and social consciousness”.
The global financial crisis, initiated by the USA has deepened the systemic crisis of imperialism and growing. We shall attempt to analyse the development of the crisis in the sphere of energy resources which has been brought about by another division of property in this very important sector of the world market. In the Caucasus region, this led to the initiating of the Georgian-Ossetian conflict, in the Middle East – wars by the state of Israel, on par with the USA, against the Palestinian people in the Gaza Strip. As a result, the situation in Europe too as well as the Middle East has only become more complicated, threatening the USA with a complete loss of control over the reserves of world energy resources. The position of the leading imperialist predators is aggravated by the fact that a tendency of transition of control over energy resources into the hands of countries in the oil rich regions is being observed, with a loss of control over energy resources and their transportation on part of imperialist corporations (conglomerates).
The energy resources of Latin America today have already been switched over to serving the interest of their own people and not the USA.
The Middle East is bubbling with an Islamic revolution and hatred towards Zionist Israel and the US, not subordinating to them and with this, the energy resources of this region are floating away from the USA. Subordination is contained on the backs of the policies of Israel which is supporting the archaic feudal regimes that have outlived themselves and are ready to fall apart, regimes like Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and other emirates that are resting upon on the oil-bearing deposits.
Oil remains the only means for payment for energy resources in dollars that props up the parity of the US currency relative to other currencies.
One needs to note that in the Middle East a double game is being played. On one hand, Israel torpedoes the struggle of the Palestinians for forming their own state, and on the other hand, the Saudi sheiks are somewhat supporting the material struggle of the Palestinians, simultaneously not allowing a victory of their national-liberation movement.
Lately, a struggle has begun for the division of the territory of Antarctica, which has turned out to be rich also in energy resources (deposits of oil and gas according to advanced evaluation exceed by 1.5 times the volume of the deposits on the Arabian peninsula), and the struggle for the division of the Artic shelf. But these energy resources are energy resources of the distant future.
But meanwhile the USA is tossing about in the search for a way out of the global crisis that it organized, running to their long-time well-tested method of solving their problems – via the unleashing of a war.
The world expected from the new US president the carrying out of a new policy which Obama pledged he would do in his pre-election campaign. A change of president in the US cannot become a change of policy, since it is dictated by the ruling world Zionist lobby. Therefore the threat of war is today, very great, like no time in the last decade.
Since the start of 2009, the situation on the Korean Peninsula has become very complicated in connection with the carrying out of large-scale joint military maneuvers by South Korea and the USA in the south of Korea which took place form 9 – 20 March. The US already in the month of January started throwing into its own military strategic bases in Japan B-2 bombers and the latest F-22 fighters. For taking part in the “maneuvers”, the “John Stennis” nuclear aircraft carrier was brought in, consisting of the 3rd US Navel Fleet, and also 26 thousand troops, 14 thousand of which were landed on the south of the Korean Peninsula from abroad. Although the US president Obama also declared the withdrawal of US troops (by Autumn 2009) from Iraq, the US has no intention on leaving the Middle East. The US arms turned out too short to take Iran and therefore have re-orientated themselves into Afghanistan, which the re-locating of the US military contingent from Iraq into Afghanistan bares witness to, the number of troops amounting up to 200 thousand (!) together with locating of US missiles in former Soviet aerodromes in Afghanistan and pointed at the Urals, Western Siberia and …China. Russia always was and remains a desired piece for the imperialists, especially today in conditions of a global crisis. Therefore, the dislocation of a huge US and NATO contingent in Afghanistan undoubtedly presents a threat for Russia and aimed against Russia. For this, the Americans took Afghanistan. Recently, US vice president Joe Biden declared that the “worsening situation in Afghanistan – “the situation is getting out of control of the US and NATO” –presents a threat to US national security and all NATO members”. It has been long known the song of allegedly a threat to US security for the three ninths of lands from the US in the face of a country of the third world, incomparable to the US. The US announced the sending of an additional 17 thousand troops to Afghanistan (for the realization of the 200 thousand-strong contingent, and is calling on its allies in NATO to also increase the number of their troops. But strangest of all is that the government of Russia has already allowed the supply of weapons for the Bundeswehr (in Afghanistan) via Russia. It may indeed happen that NATO may be allowed to do that in exchange for example, for the Eastern European anti-missile shield. NATO dreams of such “permission” to be granted. The Russian authorities for some reason forget the old Russian proverb “a former enemy will never be your friend”. It is asked in whose interests are the Russian authorities acting?... And another question – where is the US initiating a new enclave for the start of a war?
The global crisis which today has placed a question on the very existence of imperialism in the future had naturally transformed bourgeois democracy into regular fascism. One thing unites all fascist regimes – raging, frenzied anti-communism. Under this, false ideological stereotypes and dogmas are unleashed on social consciousness. These dogmas today have been voiced by the “Yabloka” party in its Statement deserting defending the interests of small and middle-size business over to defending major capital.

N.A. Andreeva
General Secretary of the CC AUCPB
07.04.2009 Leningrad
110 YEARS SINCE THE BIRTH OF L.P. BERIA
The 29 March 2009 marks 110 years since the birth of Lavrenty Pavlovich Beria. There has never maybe been any figure in Soviet history like L.P. Beria who has from various people brought about such a different attitudes to himself – from sympathy to utter disgust. And indeed, he was one of the key figures in Soviet times, right from the Stalin epoch, to whom we, Bolsheviks relate with great sympathy and respect.
In this epoch, there should not be any dark stains by the historic falsifiers of the activity of individuals, moreso on such a scale as Beria.
Beria was a member of the Politburo of the CC AUCP(b) (Presidium of the CPSU), forst deputy chairman of the Soviet of Ministers of the USSR and at the same time a minister for internal affairs of the USSR, Marshal of the Soviet Union – loyal pupil and colleague of J.V. Stalin, outstanding party and state activist of the Soviet Union. He was born on 29 (17) March 1899 in the village of Merkheuli, Sukhumsky region of the Abkhazian ASSR (Georgian SSR) into a family of a poor peasant. He was a Georgian (more accurately, a Megrel, or Mingrelets – a sub-ethnic group of the Georgian people).
He received his primary education in a Sukhumsky school, in 1919 graduated Politechnical education in Baku, received a diploma for architect – constructor.
From childhood, Beria was attracted to the revolutionary movement. In 1915 he took over a leading position in the organisation and participation of an illegal revolutionary study circle. In March 1917 in Baku, Beria entered the party of Bolsheviks, in 1918 became the chairman of an underground Bakinsky party organisation. In 1918 -1920 in the period of the domination of the Mussavatists and Mensheviks in the Caucasus region, he carried on active underground work in Baku and Georgia. In 1919 -1920, he was an agent for the Organisation for struggle against counter-revolution (counter-espionage) under the Committee for the State defence of the Republic of Azerbaizhan. In 1920 he was occupied with illegal party work in Georgia, was arrested by the Mensheviks and sent to Kutaissky prison and from there, exiled to Azerbaizhan.
In Baku, Comrade Beria began work in the Central Committee of the Communist Party (Bolshevik) of Azerbaizhan, and after that was designated head of the secret-operative unit of the Extraordinary Commission (Cheka) of Azerbaizhan. From 1921 he was vice chairman of the Ckeka of Azerbaizhan.
In Autumn 1922, Beria was transferred over to work in the Cheka of Georgia as head of the secret-operative unit – vice chairman of the Cheka of Georgia with joint post as head of the Special department of the Caucasian army. From August 1924 he was chief of the operative-secret unit, authorised chairman of the OGPU in the Caucasian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic (CSFSR). From 1927, he was charman of the GPU of Georgia and vice-chairman of the GPU of the CSFSR. From 1929, he was chairman of the Caucasian and Georgian GPU, authorised chairman of the OGPU in the CSFSR. In November 1931, he was elected as First Secretary of the Caucasian Krai Committee of the AUCP(b) and Tbilissky town committee (Gorkom) of the party. 
Working in the organ of the Cheka – GPU, Comrade Beria carried out enormous amounts of work on the defeat and liquidation of anti-Soviet parties on the Caucasus (Georgian Mensheviks, Mussavatists and Dashnaks). One needs to especially note the service of Beria in the cause of defeating the counter-revolutionary Trotskyite-Bukharinists and bourgeois-nationalist bands.
When Beria worked on the post of leader of the Bolshevik organisations of Georgia and Caucasus, he showed Leninist-Stalinist steadfastness and intolerance to enemies of the people in the struggle for carrying out the general line of the Bolshevik party.
Much credit goes to Beria in the cause of unmasking the Trotskyite-Bukharinist falsifiers of the history of Bolshevism. His well-known work “On the question about the history of Bolshevik organisations in the Caucasus” written in 1935 is an extremely valuable contribution to the scientific history of the party of Bolsheviks.
In August 1938, Beria carried out work in Moscow as deputy head of the NKVD of the USSR and head of the GUGB (Main Headquarters of State Security of the USSR). In 1938-1945 he was People’s Commissar for Internal Affairs of the USSR. Carrying out the Stalin line, Beria fulfilled a lot of work on overcoming the consequences of the Yezhovshina, and also the purging of Soviet and party organs from enemies of the Soviet power which had special significance in connection with the approaching war against Hitlerite fascism.
At the same time in February 1941 – March 1953, Comrade Beria was vice chairman of the Soviet of People’s Commissars (from 1946 – Soviet of Ministers) of the USSR. From June 1941 he was a member and from May 1944, vice chairman of the State Defence Committee of the USSR.
During the war years, at one time a member of the State Committee for Defence, he knew well how to skilfully set up the production of many thousands of tanks, motorised artillery units, weapons and ammunition, and was responsible for the continuous work in metallurgy both ferrous and non-ferrous. Beria was awarded the title in 1945 of Hero of Socialist Labour for guaranteeing intensive work of enterprises on the production and weapons for the army.
By order of the CC AUCP(b), Beria after the war oversaw the construction of the monumentally high building of the Moscow State University (MGU) on the Lenin Hills. The idea for this project belongs to Stalin, and the realizer of it -  to Beria.
From August 1945, Beria was the Chairman of the Special Interdeparmental Committee under the State Defence Committee (GKO) (from September 1945 under the Soviet of People’s Commissars (SNK) of the USSR, from March 1946 – under the Soviet of Ministers of the USSR), oversaw all the work on research and use of atomic energy for military use.
As the leader for the realisation of the project for creating a Soviet atomic bomb, Beria on the path of this aim knew how to unify the efforts of hundreds of thousands of scientist, engineers, reconnaissance experts, constructors and production engineers. In 1949, when the first Soviet atomic bomb was tested, Stalin said that if we had been late in building our own bomb, then one would have surely been “tested” on us…
From March 1953, Beria was first vice chairman of the Soviet of Ministers of the USSR and at the same time, minister for internal affairs of the USSR, having occupied this post again after a long break from this since 1945, Beria directed all his energy towards the repairing of the work of this department, ruined by his predecessors, work strictly in the framework of Soviet law. Here are the names of several document by Beria during the period from 5 march 1953 until 26 June 1953: “On the forming of investigatory groups for re-examining cases under investigation”, “On the carrying out amnesty”, “On the rehabilitation of those people caught up in the so-called doctors’ plot affair”, “On the banning of the use any kind of torture”, “About the limitation of rights of the Special assembly under the Ministry of Internal Affairs (MVD) of the USSR”. 
Comrade Beria was a member of the Central Executive Committee (TsiK) of the USSR of the 7 Session, a Deputy of the Supreme Soviet USSR of the 1 – 3 session. He was a member of the CC AUCP(b) – CPSU in 1934 -1953. He was a member of the Politburo of AUCP(b) (Presidium of the CC CPSU) in the period of 18.03.1946 – 26.06.1953) (Candidate from 22.03.1939). He was Hero of Socialist Labour (1943). He was awarded with five Orders of Lenin, two Orders of the Red Banner, an Order of Alexander Suvorov of 1st Degree. He was Prize-winner of the State prize of the USSR (1949).
On 26 June 1953, L.P. Beria was arrested and removed from all posts on the false accusation of Khrushchev and his accomplices as an “enemy of Soviet people”. In a short Information Message published in the newspaper “Pravda” on 10 July 1953, on the “Plenum of the CC CPSU few days ago” that was held, it spoke of removing Beria from the makeup of the CC CPSU and excluding him from the ranks of the CPSU “as an enemy of the CPSU and Soviet people”.
On 23 December 1953, Beria was tried at a Special Court with the presence of the Supreme Court of the USSR according to Articles 58-1 “b”, 58-8, 58-13, 58-11 UK RSFSR and “sentenced to death – by firing squad with the stripping of all military titles and awards. The sentence was final and with no right of appeal”. The sentence was carried out on 23 December, it said in the published “Pravda” on 24 December 1953 “Message “In the Supreme Court of the USSR”. No final accusatory summary noted in the “Message” or Court sentence were published. The tens of volumes of the criminal “case” remain a secret to this day….There is a large shadow of doubt hanging over the actual date of carrying out the execution…
  The attempts by Khrushchev and his collaborators, and after that, the perestroika men Gorbachevites- “democrats” – all those who thought up and carried out the bourgeois counter-revolution, Beria who had done so much to raise up the Soviet economy, for the victory in the Great Patriotic War, for the creating of a nuclear defence shield in the USSR was daubed with so much black ink and turned into such a wild offspring of evil, that against ones will comes to mind the question: if they have been so ardently doing this in the flow of more than half a century – this means some really needed this and has a place for falsification with a mask of historical truth…
For us, Bolsheviks, at the present time there can be no doubt the fact that the political Star Chamber was organised against a man who could hinder the traitors of the cause of socialism to change the course of the Soviet Union away from Bolshevism, from the strategy of building communism set out by J.V. Stalin.
A full and comprehensive evaluation of the activity of Comrade L.P. Beria will be possible only after the victory of a socialist revolution, when the state archives will be torn from the hands of the bourgeois power bodies. We, Bolsheviks are certain that historic justice will most certainly prevail.
***
In conclusion, we shall quote some memories about Beria.
Two attempts were made to remove Harrington the chief constructor of the atom bomb from his work. The main argument of his opponents was that – “in his youth years he had worked in Britain, and was not to be trusted”. These arguments found there way to Stalin who asked Beria: “What do you think, Lavrenty?” Beria replied: “All the people who are working on this project have been chosen by me personally. I am prepared to answer to the actions of each of them. These people are working and will work honestly on this project which has been assigned to us”.
Under the supervision of academic Harrington, the creative collective created an atom bomb in four years (!) in the USSR, a country that had been ravaged by a war with the fascists.
Comments about the work of Beria on the bomb: “…Our specialists, coming into contact with him, could not but note the strength of his mind, will power and determination. We are convinced that he is a first-class organiser, who knows how to get things done to the end….He was a master of unexpected and non-conventional decisions….Despite his important position in the party and government, Beria found time for personal contact with people who interested him, even if they did not hold any kind of official distinctions or high-ranking titles”.
L. P. Beria by high order Special Court under the presence of the Supreme Court of the USSR, criminate the “crime”, concluded in the “In the work on foreign espionage and betraying the Motherland”.
We shall look at just one question out of the accusation, allowing an objective examination:  “…the start of the criminal traitorous activity by L.P. Beria and the establishment by him of secret contacts with foreign spies goes back to the times of the civil war, when in 1919 Beria was in Baku, he committed an act of treachery having occupied a secret – spying position for spying on the counter-revolutionary Mussavatist government in Azerbaizhan, acting under the control of British secret spying agencies”. In the archive of the President of the Russian Federation in the personal fund of J.V. Stalin, there is a peculiar document, a fragment from which we shall cite, having preserved the orthography and syntax of the original. “To the Secretary of the CC AUCP(b) Comrade Stalin concerning Comrade Beria. In 1936, (in the document is a slip of the pen. Correct – in 1926) I was sent to the Caucasus as Chairman of the Caucasian GPU. Before departing to Tiflis, I was summoned to the Chairman of the OGPU, Comrade Dzerzhinsky and in detail briefed me on the situation in the Caucasus. Straight away, Comrade Dzerzhinsky informed me that one of my aids on the Caucasus, Comrade Beria, under the Mussavatists, worked in Mussavatist counter-espionage. This circumstance does not perplex and set a trap against Comrade Beria, since Beria has worked in counter-espionage with the permission of authorised Caucasian comrades and that Dzerzhinsky himself knows about this together with Sergei Ordzhonikidze. On the trip to Tiflis, after two months I went to comrade Sergie and passed everything on to him that Dzerzhinsky had told me about comrade Beria.
Comrade Sergei Ordzonikidze informed me that comrade Beria had indeed been working in the Mussavatist counter-espionage, that this work was been carried out by him on orders of the party workers and that this was well-known to him, Comrade Ordzonikidze, Comrade Kirov, Comrade Mikoyan and Comrade Nazaretyan. Therefore, I have to trust Comrade Beria fully and that he, Sergei Ordzonikidze fully trusts Comrade Beria.
In the flow of two years of work in the Caucasus, Comrade Ordzonikidze told me several times that he highly values Comrade Beria, as a growing worker, that Beria he is going to be a major worker, and that Sergei had informed Comrade Stalin of such character of Beria.
In the two years of my work in the Caucasus, I got to know that Sergee highly values Beria and supports him. Two years ago, Comrade Sergei in a conversation told me “and you know, that the rightist deviators and other such riffraff are trying to use in the struggle against Comrade Beria, the fact that he had worked in the Mussavatist counter-espionage, but nothing will come of what they are saying. I asked comrade Sergei if Stalin knew about this. Sergei replied that Stalin knew about this and that he had spoken to Stalin about it.
Source: Candidate for membership into the CC AUCP(b) Pavlunovsky on 25 June 1937”. APRF F. 45, Op.1 .D.788. L.114 -115 ob. Authentic. Hand written”. (Source - Кандидат ЦК ВКП(б) Павлуновский 25 июня 1937 г.».
АПРФ. Ф. 45. Oп.1. Д. 788. Л. 114-115 об. Подлинник. Рукопись»).
   Khrushchev and other organisers of the shameful court sentence over Beria knew very well and could not but know about this document and also about other documents on the “betrayal” of Beria! It turns out that there was no “betrayal” whatsoever on part of L.P. Beria! Khrushchev and his “judicial team” arrogantly and deliberately lied about Beria, accusing him of betrayal! It turns out that all accusations made against Beria were sewn with white thread?!! A question arises: WHY did the Khruschevite camarilla destroy Lavrenty Beria? In our opinion there were two main reasons for this. The first  - Beria understood well the historical necessity of continuing fully the justified Stalin policy of a strictly centralised, firm leadership of the country in the conditions of the “cold war” and the real threat of a nuclear attack by the USA. Beria understood the necessity of continuing the Stalin policy of leading the USSR through hardships and struggle towards communism.
Today, by analysing those who surrounded Stalin, one can with full grounds draw a conclusion about the fact that Beria and his bursting energy, with his initiatives and surprising, Stalinist ability to work was the only one out of his circle who was able to continue the Stalinist policy towards the successful building of communism in the USSR. Co-comrades Khrushchev in the 	CC CPSU after the ending of the Great Patriotic War wanted to live comfortably, utilising the benefits of higher power, not committing themselves fully to the work, like Stalin demanded from them.
The second reason – the Khrushchevites had to find someone (“a scapegoat”, someone they could pass onto all of their own sins, their own miscalculations and crimes carried out in the previous years. Let us take if only Nikita Khrushchev himself, one of the main organisers of the mass repressions in Moscow (1935 – 1938 and after March 1949) and in Ukraine while he was First Secretary of the CC Communist Party (b) of Ukraine (1938 – March 1947), December 1947 – 1949). There are documented data on the most wide-scale repressions in this period of the Khrushchev’s leadership. From out of Ukraine, Nikita sent to Stalin one after the other lists of “enemies of the people”, demanding their immediate execution by firing squad. And Stalin responded to him: “Calm  down, Nikita! Everything has to be carefully investigated!”. Lavrenty Beria was the ideal “scapegoat” for the Khrushchevites.
Beria was shot, they buried him and with a “clean conscience” went off to destroy the Stalin legacy…
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